1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Growing evidence suggests that childhood maltreatment may impair human brain development and mental health later in life ([@bb0165]; [@bb0125]). Exposure to stress early during development has detrimental effects on the brain\'s dopaminergic system ([@bb0010]; [@bb0195]), and is a well-known risk factor for the development of a variety of psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia ([@bb0270]; [@bb0190]), mood and anxiety disorders ([@bb0075]; [@bb0040]), in which aberrant dopamine neuromodulation is implicated in the pathogenesis.

However, there is striking variability in the outcomes of early and later life stress among humans. Although exposed to childhood maltreatment, some individuals remain resilient and high functioning even when exposed to additional stressors in adulthood. It can be assumed that protective factors such as resilience traits or processes play an important role ([@bb0185]). Fundamentally, resilience is the capacity to cope effectively within the context of significant adversity and to maintain or regain mental health. It is a dynamic, multidimensional process encompassing positive adaptation despite experiencing stress ([@bb0260]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0180]), and, from a more psychobiological view, a short-term and long-term response that reduces allostatic load ([@bb0055]; [@bb0045]).

Alterations of the mesocorticolimbic system have been hypothesized to play a significant role mediating the devastating effect of childhood maltreatment on psychopathology and brain development ([@bb0070]). Within the mesocorticolimbic pathway dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) project to the ventral striatum (VS), hippocampus (HP) and prefrontal cortex (PFC), collectively mediating reward and learning-related processing as well as motivated behavior ([@bb0220]; [@bb0115]). Even more importantly, the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system plays a critical role in adapting to ever-changing environments and in regulating the entry of novel information into long-term memory by signaling to the HP ([@bb0275]; [@bb0160]).

There is evidence for decreased VS reactivity to rewarding events and for reduced HP activity and poorer declarative memory retrieval in subjects exposed to early stress ([@bb0030]; [@bb0100]). The impact of early life stress on reward processing is possibly mediated by alterations of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis ([@bb0235]). Yet, not much is known about the neural mechanisms of resilience to early life adversity. The limited number of studies designed to investigate resilience have mainly focused on examining neural correlates of emotion processing ([@bb0240]). But it has become clear that a broader view of the neural underpinnings is required.

In the present study, the impact of the variation of childhood and young adulthood adversity and resilience as well as their interaction on reward-related functional activity and connectivity has been investigated in a large sample of young adults. It is known that cumulative trauma is a significant predictor of clinical outcomes. This approach has previously been applied in a study demonstrating a combined impact of childhood trauma and adult trauma on post-traumatic stress and depressive symptoms ([@bb0095]). By combining childhood and young adulthood adversity in our group of 97 subjects, we aimed to investigate whether childhood trauma and young adulthood trauma operate on the same neural circuitry and have synergistic or buffering effects. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the desire-reason-dilemma (DRD) paradigm ([@bb0060]) was applied in order to measure blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses in key regions of the dopaminergic reward system, namely the VS, VTA and HP during acceptance or rejection of immediate rewards. This paradigm consists of two different task contexts, one in which subjects were allowed to select previously conditioned reward stimuli, and another in which these conditioned reward stimuli had to be rejected in favor of a superordinate long-term goal. Therewith, it allows to directly investigate reward-related brain activations depending on bottom-up mechanisms when accepting the reward stimuli in the first context, and top-down mechanisms, when these stimuli had to be rejected in the second context. We hypothesized that activation of the mesocorticolimbic system during reward acceptance would decrease with the level of early life adversity. Furthermore, we expected the functional interaction within and beyond the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic system to be affected by adversity load. Resilience traits, however, were hypothesized to lead to a change in activation of these brain regions despite the experience of early life adversity.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Sample {#s0015}
-----------

The initial sample consisted of 306 healthy Caucasian subjects who were recruited from the university environment and underwent fMRI while performing the DRD paradigm. 78 participants had to be excluded due to missing imaging data, excessive head movements, low behavioral task performance rates (overall rate \< 75%) and voluntary abortion of the task. Three years after completion of the fMRI study, information about adversity during childhood and lifetime as well as resilience traits were assessed retrospectively as part of a comprehensive online survey. 135 participants took part in this online survey. From these, however, 38 individuals were discarded due to insufficient information in the online survey (not fully completed questionnaires), leaving a final sample of 97 participants (65 females, mean age at time of fMRI measurement (±SD): 23.78 years (±2.50 years). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Additionally, they were screened for MRI contraindications, current or past psychopathology, neurological disorders and actual or previous drug as well as psychotropic medication use. The study was carried out in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures in this study were approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Göttingen. After complete description of all study procedures, participants gave written informed consent and were paid for both participation in the fMRI study (30--60 Euro depending on task performance) and online survey (30 Euro).

2.2. Psychological assessment and group classification {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------

Childhood adversity was assessed retrospectively using the psychometrically validated 25-item childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ; [@bb0145]). In addition, information about traumatic events during lifetime were collected using the validated trauma history questionnaire consisting of 24 yes/no questions (THQ; [@bb0140]). For each category of the instrument, having had the exposure was scored '1′ and no exposure '0′. Overall, a score was formed by counting the number of items of the CTQ and THQ experienced until their mid-20s (mean: 34.42 ± 6.88; range: 25--57). The cumulative risk hypothesis has been largely confirmed by empirical evidence that the likelihood of unfavorable child outcomes increases with the number of adversity factors ([@bb0085]). It has been shown that cumulative adversity is an important predictor of trauma and health-related outcomes. Recently, studies investigated the combined effect of childhood and adult trauma on post-traumatic stress and depressive symptoms ([@bb0095]), and linked cumulative trauma exposure to trauma symptoms ([@bb0170]). Finally, resilience was measured with the validated 25-item, self-rated resilience scale (RS; [@bb0255]). Scores varied between 1 and 175 with higher scores reflecting higher resilience (mean: 132.94 ± 22.92; range: 33--169). All participants were assigned to either a high adversity (highA, *n* = 48) or low adversity group (lowA, *n* = 49) as well as high resilience (highR) or low resilience (lowR) group based on the frequently used method for dichotomizing scores using a median split ([@bb0210]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0005]).

2.3. Assessment of personality characteristics {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------

All subjects completed the German version of the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) ([@bb0050]) and the Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS) ([@bb0200]) to assess individual personality characteristics. BIS is a measure of attentional and motor impulsivity and reflects the inability to plan ahead. Temperament, as measured by the TCI, has been defined as a heritable and stable personality component throughout life, and may further be linked to the functional integrity of the brain\'s dopamine system ([@bb0050]).

2.4. Experimental paradigm {#s0030}
--------------------------

Prior to the fMRI measurement, participants performed an operant conditioning task and a training session. In the conditioning task, eight differently colored squares were presented in a shuffled mode on a monitor. By free button press subjects had to figure out which of these colors were associated with an immediate reward (bonus points) or a neutral outcome. After successful completion of this task, subjects have learned that the red and green stimuli were always rewarded.

Afterwards, subjects underwent fMRI while performing the DRD paradigm (event-related design). The superordinate task goal of a sequence of four to eight trials was indicated by a cue showing the two target colors at the beginning of each task block. Subjects were encouraged to collect all target stimuli to reach 50 points at the end of a block. Additionally, in the 'desire context' (DC), subjects were allowed to select the previously conditioned reward stimuli for immediate bonus points which were added to the total amount. In the 'reason context' (RC), however, subjects had to reject the reward to achieve the superordinate task goal. Otherwise they lost the collected points. The context changed after every second block and was indicated by a cue. For more information regarding task timing see Supplementary Information (SI) and Fig. S1.

2.5. Analyses of behavioral data, personality measures, adversity and resilience scores {#s0035}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All data were analyzed using the software package SPSS (IBM SPSS statistics 25.0). Normal distribution was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Chi-squared tests were used to determine differences between groups regarding gender and handedness. Independent sample *t*-tests were used to analyze differences between groups according to age and education level. To account for possible interaction effects, ANOVAs were performed for personality measures, performance and reaction time data using adversity load and resilience as between-subject factor. Differences between groups were assessed with independent t-tests or Mann-Whitney *U* tests, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons.

2.6. Imaging acquisition and analyses {#s0040}
-------------------------------------

The experiment was performed on a 3 T MRI scanner (Magnetom TRIO, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were acquired using a T2\*-sensitive echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (31 slices; voxel size 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^; gap 20%; TR 1900 ms; TE 30 ms; flip angle 70°, FOV 192 mm) parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure plane in ascending direction. A total of 370 image volumes were acquired over the course of two functional sessions.

The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM12 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London, London, UK). To avoid motion artifacts a cutoff threshold of 3 mm was set over the entire paradigm for the three planes of translation and 3° for the three planes of rotation. All subjects displaying movements above the cutoff threshold were excluded from the final analysis. Preprocessing included realignment and unwarping, corrections for slice-time acquisition differences and low-frequency fluctuations, normalization into standard stereotactic space \[skull-stripped EPI template by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)\], resampling to 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^ and spatial smoothing with an isotropic Gaussian kernel filter of 6 mm full-width at half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. Statistical analyses used a general linear model (GLM). The following 11 onset regressors went into the GLM: three cues, block feedbacks for goal completion or failure, and goal-relevant targets, neutral non-targets, conditioned reward non-targets both for the DC and RC. A vector representing the temporal onset of stimulus presentation was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function to produce a predicted hemodynamic response to each experimental condition. All statistical analyses of the single-subject data included a high-pass filter with a 128-s cut off and an autoregressive AR(1) model to account for serial correlations in fMRI time series. Linear t contrasts were defined for assessing the specific effects elicited by the conditioned reward stimuli presented in the DC, where it was allowed to collect the stimuli, and in the RC, where subjects had to refrain from collecting them. Single-subject contrast images were taken to the second level to assess group effects with random-effects analyses. A three-way ANOVA was used with the factors 'adversity' (low, high), 'resilience' (low, high) and 'experimental context' (DC, RC) to determine both the associated main effects and significant interactions between factors. Age and gender were embedded as covariates of no interest. Post-hoc *t*-tests were used to test for specific differences between subjects with different adversity load and resilience traits in brain activation modulated by the 'desire-reason-dilemma'. Statistical effects were determined at a search criterion of *p* \< .005, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels. Corrections for multiple comparisons were performed using family-wise error (FWE) at *p* \< .05 for the whole brain. For brain regions with a priori hypotheses i.e., for the VS, VTA and HP small volume corrections (p~SVC~) were used (VS: ±12 12--4; VTA: ±8--16 --16, ±12--18 --20; 6 mm sphere, coordinates taken from [@bb0060]; [@bb0025]; HP: ±34--17 --15, 8 mm sphere, taken from [@bb0155]). Furthermore, we calculated FWE-adjusted *p*-values (*p* \< .017) to account for multiple parallel tests between different regions of interest.

2.7. PPI analyses {#s0045}
-----------------

The functional interaction between key regions of the reward circuitry was assessed to reveal the impact of adversity and resilience on the mesocorticolimbic system by performing psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses ([@bb0090]). As seed regions, individual BOLD signal time courses were extracted from first eigenvariate time series (VOI; sphere of 6 mm) of the local activation maxima within the VS (12 4--4; −14 10--2) which were the second-level local activation maxima in response to the reward stimuli (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). We conducted PPI analyses during reward acceptance in the desire context (DC) and during the rejection of conditioned rewarding stimuli in the desire-reason-dilemma. Furthermore, to examine functional interactions between VTA, HP and other brain regions, VOIs of the second-level local activation maxima within the VTA (8--26 −14; −10 −20 −8) and HP (36--18 −14; −36 −22 −12) in response to the reward stimuli were extracted ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Using Matlab and SPM12, the hemodynamic signals were first deconvolved using a parametric empirical Bayesian formulation and mean-corrected. Subsequently, the PPI term was built separately for the seed regions by multiplying the deconvolved and mean-corrected BOLD signal with the psychological vector. After convolution with the hemodynamic response function, mean correction, and orthogonalization, the three regressors (PPI term, physiological vector, and psychological vector) went into the statistical analysis to determine context-dependent changes of functional connectivity over and above any main effect of task or any main effect of activity in the corresponding brain areas. In the PPI contrasts, the PPI term was computed against implicit baseline. Random-effect analyses were performed on single-subject PPI contrast images with a statistical search criterion of *p* \< .005, uncorrected with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels. To correct for multiple comparisons family-wise error (FWE) at *p* \< .05 for whole brain was applied. We also used small-volume correction (p~SVC~) for brain regions with a priori hypotheses i.e., for the VS and VTA (VS: ±12 12--4; VTA: ±8--16 --16, ±12--18 −20; 6 mm sphere, coordinates taken from [@bb0060]; [@bb0025]) as well as hippocampus (HP: ±34--17 --15, 8 mm sphere, taken from [@bb0155]). Again, FWE-adjusted *p*-values (*p* \< .017) were calculated to account for multiple testing between different regions of interest.

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

3.1. Effect of adversity and resilience on behavioral data and personality measures {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups did not differ on gender, age, handedness and years of education (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for statistical details). Analyses of performance and reaction time data as well as temperament and character traits (TCI) revealed no significant main effect of adversity load and resilience. Attentional impulsivity measures (BIS), however, showed a main effect of resilience (F = 10.33, *p* = .002). Post hoc *t*-tests demonstrated significantly higher attentional impulsivity traits in the highA-lowR group when compared to the lowA-highR group (U = 177.50, *p* \< .0005) and when compared to the highA-highR group (U = 126.00, *p* = .002).Table 1Demographic, personality and behavioral data of the sample.Table 1Low adversityHigh adversitylowA-lowR vs. lowA-highRlowA-lowR vs. highA-lowRlowA-lowR vs. highA-highRlowA-highR vs. highA-lowRlowA-highR vs. highA-highRhighA-lowR vs. highA-highRLow resilience (*n* = 20)High resilience (*n* = 29)Low resilience (*n* = 29)High resilience (*n* = 19)Mean values ± standard deviation*p*-value (2-tailed)Demographic dataGender13 F, 7 M19 F, 10 M18 F, 11 M15 F, 4 M.97[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.83[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.33[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.79[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.32[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.22[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Age at time of fMRI scan (in years)22.75 ± 2.2424.24 ± 2.0124.31 ± 2.8223.37 ± 2.650.020.050.440.820.240.29Handedness20 R, 0 L29 R, 1 L29 R, 1 L19 R, 0 L.40[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.40[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}1.0[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}1.0[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.41[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}.41[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Education (in years)15.85 ± 1.6816.90 ± 1.5216.62 ± 1.4515.95 ± 1.470.030.100.850.590.060.16CTQ27.45 ± 1.9027.66 ± 2.0035.83 ± 4.7737.42 ± 8.66.65[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^.94[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}THQ1.70 ± 1.222.10 ± 1.452.72 ± 2.303.37 ± 2.450.310.050.010.220.050.36*Summarized score*29.15 ± 1.7629.76 ± 1.9238.55 ± 5.0140.79 ± 8.40.23[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^.74[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}RS115.20 ± 26.77148.28 ± 9.43120.41 ± 20.71147.32 ± 8.32**\<.0005**^b^0.18**\<.0005**^b^**\<.0005**^b^0.74**\<.0005**^b^  TCINovelty Seeking22.10 ± 5.6421.25 ± 5.6221.43 ± 6.9021.00 ± 6.900.610.720.590.920.890.84Harm Avoidance13.15 ± 4.2711.96 ± 6.5316.07 ± 6.0812.53 ± 5.930.450.070.710.020.770.05Reward dependence16.85 ± 2.9817.11 ± 3.0016.32 ± 3.9616.74 ± 2.620.770.620.900.410.660.69Persistence4.05 ± 2.064.39 ± 2.384.75 ± 1.975.68 ± 2.160.610.240.020.540.070.13  BISAttentional impulsivity16.15 ± 3.4715.38 ± 2.2918.61 ± 3.1815.37 ± 3.17.48[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}.01[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}0.38**\<.0005**[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}.87[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}**.002**^b^Motor-impulsivity21.80 ± 4.1521.76 ± 3.2522.57 ± 3.7821.74 ± 3.510.970.510.960.390.950.45Non-planning impulsivity24.40 ± 4.2722.83 ± 3.8225.04 ± 5.5122.63 ± 5.310.180.670.260.080.990.14Total62.35 ± 9.1659.97 ± 6.6966.21 ± 10.7859.74 ± 10.120.300.200.400.010.930.04  Performance and RTGoal failure (absolute value)5.20 ± 3.307.48 ± 4.116.55 ± 3.367.00 ± 3.180.050.170.090.350.670.18RT (in ms)488.90 ± 55.62507.42 ± 41.38489.87 ± 34.59479.54 ± 41.840.190.940.560.090.030.36  Desire contextCorrect acceptance of reward stimuli (in %)90.62 ± 12.0792.51 ± 7.0792.15 ± 6.5990.41 ± 8.200.500.550.960.880.360.41  Reason contextCorrect rejection of reward stimuli (in %)97.50 ± 4.4196.34 ± 4.2197.08 ± 3.5396.70 ± 2.780.360.640.520.550.720.82[^1][^2][^3][^4]

3.2. Functional neuroimaging data {#s0060}
---------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Main and interaction effects of experimental context, adversity and resilience {#s0065}

First, we demonstrated that activation in a priori brain regions of the mesolimbic system, namely the VS and VTA was significantly modulated by experimental context ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), replicating previous findings ([@bb0060]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0205]).Table 2Main and interaction effects of experimental context, adversity and resilience in the ventral striatum, ventral tegmental area and hippocampus in the three-way ANOVA.Table 2Brain regionMNI coordinates (F-value)Main effect of experimental contextR VS10 12--2 (35.66)^⁎^L VS--8 8--2 (22.62)^⁎⁎^R VTA4--20 --18 (11.85)L VTA--4--20--14 (26.43)^⁎^  Main effect of adversityL VS−10 6 0 (10.24)L VTA−6 --20 --16 (11.08)R hippocampus40--16--12 (13.99)^⁎⁎^  Main effect of resilienceR VS8 8--6 (15.83)^⁎⁎^R VTA12--22 --14 (10.05)R hippocampus30--20 --14 (10.49)  Interaction between adversity and resilienceR VS14 8--8 (11.68)R VTA14--20 --18 (16.63)^⁎⁎^L VTA−12 --14 --14 (11.09)R hippocampus36--18 --20 (17.81)^⁎⁎^L hippocampus−34 --12 − 14 (15.85)^⁎⁎^[^5][^6]

Second, we examined whether reward-related activation in these brain regions may be modulated by adversity load (low adversity versus high adversity). Indeed, we found that activation in the VS, VTA and HP was significantly modulated by adversity.

Third, we tested whether activation in brain regions of the mesolimbic dopamine system may vary with the factor resilience. Again, activation in the VS, VTA and HP was significantly modulated by resilience traits in the present sample of 97 subjects.

Moreover, we found a significant interaction between adversity and resilience in the activation of the VS, VTA and HP in the three-way ANOVA ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The direction of these main and interaction effects was subsequently determined by post-hoc t-contrasts and are reported in the following subsections.

### 3.2.2. Effect of adversity on reward processing in the desire and reason context {#s0070}

A significant effect of adversity exposure was revealed when it was allowed to collect the previously conditioned reward stimuli in the DC, and when it was not allowed in the RC. Subjects with low adversity load showed significantly increased activation in the VS and VTA during reward acceptance (DC, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), which is well in line with previous findings of healthy subjects ([@bb0060]; [@bb0065]).Table 3Brain activation in a priori regions of interest during reward acceptance in the desire context (DC).Table 3Brain regionLow adversityHigh adversityLow resilienceHigh resilienceLow resilienceHigh resilienceMNI coordinates (t-value)R VS12 4--4 (5.55)^⁎^12 8 0 (4.42)^⁎⁎^n.s.n.s.L VS--14 10--2 (5.12)^⁎^−12 8 0 (4.83)^⁎⁎^n.s.n.s.R VTA6--24 --12 (5.31)^⁎^8--26 --14 (7.75)^⁎^6--24 --12 (3.70)^⁎⁎^8--26 --14 (5.14)^⁎^L VTA−6 --20 --14 (7.05)^⁎^−4 --22 --14 (8.18)^⁎^−8 --22--18 (3.60)^⁎⁎^−10 --20 --8 (5.64)^⁎^R HP----36--18 --18 (3.40)^⁎⁎^n.s.----L HP−34 --16 --14 (3.45)^⁎⁎^−32 --16 --10 (2.77)----−36 --22 --12 (2.62)  *a) Group comparison -- effect of adversity*highA-lowR \< lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \> lowA-lowRhighA-highR \< lowA-highRhighA-highR \> lowA-highRR VS12 14--2 (3.49)^⁎⁎^n.s.12 14--4 (2.98)^⁎⁎^n.s.L VS−10 12--2 (2.71)n.s.−10 12 0 (2.91)n.s.L VTA−6 --18 --14 (3.31)^⁎⁎^n.s.−4 --20 --14 (3.20)^⁎⁎^n.s.R HPn.s.n.s.24--38 2 (2.54)n.s.  *b) Group comparison -- effect of resilience*lowA-highR \< lowA-lowRlowA-highR \> lowA-lowRhighA-highR \< highA-lowRhighA-highR \> highA-lowRR VS10 6--6 (4.00)^⁎⁎^n.s.12 10--8 (2.81)n.s.L VSn.s.n.s.n.s.n.s.R VTAn.s.14--20 --16 (3.31)^⁎⁎^n.s.14--22--18 (3.45)^⁎⁎^L VTAn.s.n.s.n.s.n.s.R HPn.s.36--18 --20 (3.84)^⁎⁎^n.s.38--10 --24 (2.86)[^7][^8]

However, comparison of subjects with high adversity level to those with low adversity revealed significantly reduced activation in the VS, VTA, HP and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), among other brain regions, in response to the reward stimuli when it was allowed to collect them (DC) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}a, Supplementary Table S1 and S2), and when subjects had to reject them (RC) (Table S3 and S4), suggesting an impaired bottom-up mechanism in subjects with high adversity experiences. The decrease in activation with increasing adversity load has been observed when both groups showed the same resilience level (low and high).Fig. 1Reward-related activations modulated by adversity load and resilience traits.(A) Subjects with high adversity load as compared to subjects with low adversity load showed a reduced bottom-up responsiveness of the VS, VTA, HP and OFC (green circles) to the conditioned reward stimuli during the DC and RC. (B) Subjects with high resilience traits as compared to those with low resilience displayed an increased functional activation in the VTA and HP when exposed to adversity. Activation was thresholded at *p* \< .05, uncorrected for illustration purposes. T-values are indicated by color bars. Regions listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Information.Fig. 1

### 3.2.3. Effect of resilience on reward processing in individuals with adversity exposure {#s0075}

In subjects with high adversity level and high resilience traits compared to those with low resilience we found decreased activation in the right VS. Otherwise, they showed a significantly increased activation within the right VTA and HP in the DC ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}b). In addition, the insula was also significantly activated in resilient subjects (Table S1, S2). For more information, see SI.

3.3. PPI data {#s0080}
-------------

### 3.3.1. Effect of adversity on functional connectivity within the mesocorticolimbic system {#s0085}

During reward acceptance in the DC, PPI analyses revealed a positive functional coupling between VS and VTA in the low adversity-low resilience group (R VS: −2 −18 −12, *t* = 2.30; L VS: −4 −10 −8, *t* = 2.27) and a negative functional interaction in the high adversity-low resilience-group (R VS: −14 −14 −16, *t* = 2.56; L VS: 4 -14 -16, t=3.10, p~SVC~; −6 −12 −10, *t* = 3.02, p~SVC~). Furthermore, comparison of groups with high adversity level to those with low adversity while low resilience highlighted an increased negative functional coupling between VS-VTA and VS-avPFC, confirming an impaired bottom-up mechanism with increasing adversity load ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}a).Table 4Psychophysiological interactions of the bilateral VS in the desire context (DC) and during the desire-reason dilemma (DRD) (a, b), and of the bilateral VTA and hippocampus in the DC (c, d).Table 4*a) Influence of adversity during reward acceptance in the desire context (DC): Increased negative functional coupling between* VS*-VTA and* VS*-avPFC in the high adversity group*Brain regionSeed area: R VS (12 4--4)Seed area: L VS (−14 10--2)highA-lowR \< lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \> lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \< lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \> lowA-lowRMNI coordinates (t-value)L VTA−12 −14 −16 (2.41)^+^n.s.−4 −10 −10 (3.25)n.s.R avPFC14 52 16 (2.82)n.s.8 66 18 (2.41)^+^n.s.L avPFC−18 50 10 (3.32)n.s.n.s.n.s.  *b) Influence of adversity during reward rejection in the 'desire-reason dilemma' (DRD): Impaired top-down control expressed by reduced negative* VS-*avPFC-coupling in the high adversity group*Seed area: R VS (12 4--4)Seed area: L VS (−14 10--2)highA-lowR \< lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \> lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \< lowA-lowRhighA-lowR \> lowA-lowRR OFCn.s.38 40--10 (3.45)^⁎^n.s.42 44--8 (3.28)^⁎^R avPFCn.s.16 52 16 (3.13)n.s.18 54 12 (2.93)L avPFCn.s.−18 54 10 (3.09)n.s.−22 64 14 (4.23)  *c) Influence of adversity and resilience during reward acceptance in the desire context (DC): Less negative VTA-* VS *-coupling in the high adversity and high resilient group*Seed area: R VTA (8--26 --14)Seed area: L VTA (−10--20 −8)highA-highR \< highA-lowRhighA-highR \> highA-lowRhighA-highR \< highA-lowRhighA-highR \> highA-lowRL VSn.s.−12 16 2 (2.39)^+^n.s.−16 4--6 (2.31)^+^  d) Influence of adversity and resilience during reward acceptance in the desire context (DC): Less negative hippocampus-VS-*coupling and hippocampus-VTA-coupling in the high adversity and high resilient group*Seed area: R HP (36--18 −14)Seed area: L HP (−36--22 --12)highA-highR \< highA-lowRhighA-highR \> highA-lowRhighA-highR \< highA-lowRhighA-highR \> highA-lowRL VSn.s.−14 6--4 (2.26)^+^n.s.n.s.R VTAn.s.4--16 --16 (3.00)^⁎⁎^n.s.n.s.L VTAn.s.n.s.n.s.−8 −16 −14 (2.73)[^9][^10]

During the desire-reason-dilemma, we found a negative functional interaction between VS and avPFC in the low adversity group (R VS: 16 52 16, *t* = 3.93; −26 52 0 (2.65); L VS: 18 54 14, *t* = 2.35; −26 52 6, t = 2.56), replicating previous findings of healthy subjects ([@bb0060]). The high adversity group, however, showed a positive functional interaction between the VS and avPFC/OFC (R VS: 2 56--2, *t* = 3.42; 38 40--10, *t* = 3.85, p~SVC~; −18 54 10, *t* = 3.18; 42 40--2, *t* = 3.19, p~SVC~; L VS: 18 62 16, *t* = 3.15; −22 64 14, *t* = 5.13, p~SVC~). Indeed, group comparisons demonstrated an impaired top-down control expressed by an impaired VS-avPFC-coupling in the high adversity group ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}b).

### 3.3.2. Effect of resilience on functional connectivity within the mesocorticolimbic system in individuals with adversity exposure {#s0090}

During reward acceptance in the DC, using the VTA as seed region analyses revealed a negative functional interaction between VTA and VS in both the highA-lowR group (R VTA: 16 14 0, *t* = 3.25, p~SVC~; −14 16 0, *t* = 3.51, p~SVC~; L VTA: 16 10--2, *t* = 2.12; −16 14--6, *t* = 3.17, p~SVC~) and the highA-highR group (R VTA: 16 8--4, *t* = 2.64; −16 10--6, *t* = 3.16, p~SVC~; L VTA: 12 12 2, *t* = 3.05, p~SVC~; −10 22--2, *t* = 2.43).

Using the HP as seed region, PPI analyses demonstrated a negative functional coupling between HP and VS as well as HP and VTA in the highA-lowR group (R HP: VS --12 12 2, *t* = 3.40, p~SVC~ / VTA 2--16 --16, *t* = 3.48, p~SVC~; L HP: −6 --18 --10, *t* = 3.50, p~SVC~) and a negative functional coupling between HP and VS but a positive coupling between HP and VTA in the highA-highR group (R HP: VS --10 14--2, *t* = 2.34 / VTA 4--20 --14, *t* = 2.49; L HP: −2 --24--22, *t* = 5.11). Furthermore, in groups with high adversity, the high resilient group when compared to the low resilient group showed a less negative VTA-VS-coupling ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A; [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}c) and a less negative HP-VTA and HP-VS-coupling ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B; [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}d), confirming a protective mechanism mediated by the VTA and HP.Fig. 2Functional connectivity modulated by adversity load and resilience traits.Subjects with high adversity and high resilience traits showed a less negative functional interaction between (A) the VTA and VS, and (B) HP, VTA and VS, respectively, during reward acceptance. Activation was thresholded at *p* \< .05, uncorrected for illustration purposes. T-values are indicated by color bars. Regions listed in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 2

4. Discussion {#s0095}
=============

The present fMRI study examined the long-term impact of childhood and young adulthood adversity as well as its interaction with individual resilience traits on neural alterations of the mesolimbic system into adulthood. The findings provided evidence that childhood and young adulthood adversity had shared consequences on the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system by demonstrating that activity in the VS, VTA, HP and PFC decreased with the level of adversity load during reward acceptance. Stress exposure was further associated with impaired functional connectivity between VS, VTA and avPFC. Remarkably, high resilience in subjects with high adversity experiences was accompanied by an increased activation in the VTA and HP, and improved functional interaction within the mesocorticolimbic system.

Here we demonstrate that experienced childhood and young adulthood adversity before the age of 30 had synergistic effects on neural activity and connectivity in the mesocorticolimbic system. This extends previous findings showing a combined effect of childhood and adult trauma on clinical outcome in impoverished women ([@bb0095]). The observed hyporesponsivity of VS and VTA in subjects with high adversity in childhood and young adulthood is in accordance with previous studies investigating the impact of childhood adversity on reward anticipation ([@bb0070]; [@bb0015]; [@bb0020]). We extend these findings by showing this neural pattern of blunted activity in response to conditioned reward stimuli when it was allowed (DC) and when it was not allowed to collect them (RC), indicating an impaired bottom-up mechanism in subjects with high adversity load. Recent findings demonstrated that dopamine neurons in the VTA respond to chronic stress by attenuating activity in this brain region ([@bb0035]). The VTA has a multitude of afferent connections to brain regions involved in reward processing and in regulating the stress response, such as the VS, HP, and PFC, among others ([@bb0235]; [@bb0115]). All these brain regions in this corticosubcortical network exhibited a reduced activation in response to stress and adversity. Moreover, PPI analyses highlighted a more negative functional coupling between VS and VTA, as well as between VS and avPFC during reward acceptance, confirming an impaired bottom-up mechanism with increasing maltreatment. Previous studies applying the DRD paradigm provided evidence for a negative functional coupling between VS and avPFC in healthy subjects during reward rejection ([@bb0060]; [@bb0065]). The findings presented above, however, revealed a reduced negative VS-avPFC-coupling in subjects with high adversity load when compared to those with low during reward rejection, indicating not only a disturbed bottom-up mechanism but also an impaired top-down control of the mesolimbic system by prefrontal brain regions. Using the DRD paradigm, pathophysiological changes in the functional activity and connectivity within the dopaminergic reward circuitry have previously been proven in schizophrenia ([@bb0205]), bipolar disorder ([@bb0230]) and depression ([@bb0105]). Here we demonstrate that even in healthy subjects without psychopathology exposure to stress in childhood and young adulthood is associated with altered neural mechanisms underlying reward processing.

Furthermore, we showed that subjects with high adversity load but also high resilience traits displayed reduced reward-related activation in the VS, and increased activation in the VTA and HP. The association between resilience and increased VTA/HP responsivity under stress could be interpreted as a mechanism of adaptive neuroplasticity in the midbrain and HP ([@bb0280]), characterizing resilience. Furthermore, high resilience in subjects with high adversity experiences was associated with less negative functional interactions between VTA, VS and HP, suggesting a compensatory or protective mechanism counteracting the effects of adversity. In line with this, reduced resting-state connectivity between VTA and HP in adolescents exposed to early threat has been shown in a previous fMRI study ([@bb0175]).

Specifically, the stress and reward system show considerable overlap on both the structural and functional level ([@bb0235]). Exposure to stress stimulates the HPA axis leading to cortisol release. In turn, HPA axis activity is influenced by limbic regions such as the HP ([@bb0235]). HP stimulation decreases HPA axis activity ([@bb0215]; [@bb0080]), whereas HP damage increases cortisol release ([@bb0130]). The ventral subiculum (vSub) of the HP controls burst firing of dopamine neurons in the VTA ([@bb0110]). By carrying context-related information, the vSub adjust sresponsivity of the dopaminergic system based on the needs of the individual and the environment. In turn, dopaminergic projections from the VTA to the HP enhance long-term potentiation and long-term memory ([@bb0160]). To successfully cope with trauma, increased VTA and hippocampal responsivity in resilient subjects may help effective behavioral and emotional regulation of stress later in life. In addition, the VTA-hippocampal loop is thought to be critical for the modulation of memory by behavioral significance and novel information. Increased activation and connectivity of the VTA and HP may reflect entry of new and possibly positive information into long-term memory, leading to experience-dependent modifications of previous stress-related memories. As adversity caused a reduced drive, presumably dopaminergic, within the mesocorticolimbic system in this study, the HP and VTA may represent effective targets for therapeutic interventions aiming to increase hippocampal-dependent contextual learning in individuals at psychiatric risk, such as certain forms of psychotherapy or pharmacological regulation of dopamine. It has been shown previously that HP activation in individuals with childhood trauma was dependent on a catechol-*O*-methyltransferase (COMT) gene variation, in which Val/Val subjects may develop better mechanisms to cope with high levels of early maltreatment ([@bb0245]). Furthermore, activation within the salience network was highlighted as important neural correlate underlying resilience in healthy young adults ([@bb0150]). By examining neural mechanisms of emotional characteristics of trait resilience, one study found insula activation only in response to aversive pictures in high resilient individuals, reflecting flexible adaptation of emotional resources to meet the demands of a situation ([@bb0265]). Indeed, we also detected increased activation in the anterior insular cortex in subjects with high resilience traits despite maltreatment, confirming the critical role of the insula in psychological resilience.

In addition, we found elevated attentional impulsivity scores in subjects with low resilience traits and high adversity load when compared to those with high resilience and different adversity level. This finding supports the fMRI results of impaired top-down control mechanisms expressed by enhanced attentional impulsivity in low resilient subjects exposed to stress. In turn, high resilient individuals irrespective of trauma load may have developed flexible cognitive strategies in regulating the subject\'s affective state depending on recruitment of prefrontal brain regions.

Several limitations have to be considered in the interpretation of the present findings. First, by following a more naturalistic approach where trauma is multifaceted and complex, we demonstrate that childhood and young adulthood trauma have synergistic effects on the reward circuitry and interact with resilience processes in the same neural pathway. However, it is important to note that we cannot make any assumptions about distinct effects on neural systems. Even though exposure to multiple traumatic events across the lifespan is relatively common and trauma rarely occurs in isolation ([@bb0225]). In addition, it is assumable that interaction between resilience and adversity might differ depending on whether adversity occurred in childhood or in young adulthood. One solution may be to narrow subject selection criteria to reduce variation in these characteristics, requiring larger sample sizes within a longitudinal context. Thus, the present findings warrant confirmation in larger longitudinal neuroimaging studies systematically investigating and comparing the neural underpinnings of both individual and combined effects of these measures. Second, retrospective self-reports of childhood and lifetime experiences are not completely accurate and influenced by factors such as forgetting, repression or reporting biases. However, the lack of validity of retrospective self-reports may lead to underestimation of the actual occurrence rather than overestimation ([@bb0120]). Additionally, self-reports of resilience might also be biased by these factors, though the measure chosen has been shown to have good validity and reliability ([@bb0255]). Third, current research has emphasized striking variability in the effects of early and later life stress among humans. The interplay between environmental and genetic factors affecting reward processing may further contribute to a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Fourth, all participants involved in this study were healthy and without DSM-IV-classified psychiatric disorder. Advantage of this approach is that effects do not reflect consequences of psychopathology. Nevertheless, it must be noted that our conclusions are limited to a mild to moderate adversity level as evidenced by the moderate average scores in both adversity groups.

5. Conclusions {#s0100}
==============

Finally, we found adversity-related differences in brain function in regions involved in reward processing and stress regulation. Neurofunctional changes in these brain networks play an important role in the development and pathophysiology of mental disorders. Yet potential factors that might explain outcome variability or resilience to the effects of childhood and young adulthood stress in humans are poorly understood. Here we found protective resilience-related neural mechanisms mediated by the VTA and HP. The findings suggest that interventions targeting motivation and contextual learning may be useful for reducing the negative consequences of childhood and young adulthood adversity. The reported findings may assist in identification of individuals at greatest risk of adverse functioning after trauma exposure who hold a higher risk of psychiatric disturbance and help to deliver resilience-enhancing interventions in time.
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[^1]: Abbreviations: BIS, Barratt Impulsiveness Scale; CTQ, Childhood Trauma Questionnaire; F, Female; highA, high adversity; highR, high resilience; L, left; lowA, low adversity; lowR, low resilience; M, Male; R, right; RS, Resilience Scale; RT, reaction times; TCI, Temperament and Character Inventory; THQ, Trauma History Questionnaire.

[^2]: *p*-values derived from t-tests between independent groups; Figures in bold indicate p \< .008 Bonferroni-corrected to account for multiple testing.

[^3]: Chi-squared tests were performed for gender and handedness between groups.

[^4]: Mann-Whitney-U tests were used for data violating normal distribution.

[^5]: Abbreviations: L, left; n.s., not significant; R, right; VS, ventral striatum; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

[^6]: Activations are reported at *p* \< .005, uncorrected with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels; ^⁎^*p* \< .05, FWE-corrected (whole brain); ^⁎⁎^*p* \< .017 FWE-corrected for small volume and adjusted for multiple parallel testing.

[^7]: Abbreviations: highA, high adversity; highR, high resilience; HP, hippocampus; L, left; lowA, low adversity; lowR, low resilience; n.s., not significant; R, right; VS, ventral striatum; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

[^8]: Activations are reported at *p* \< .005, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels;    ^⁎^*p* \< .05, FWE-corrected (whole brain); ^⁎⁎^*p* \< .017 FWE-corrected for small volume and adjusted for multiple parallel testing.

[^9]: Abbreviations: avPFC, anteroventral prefrontal cortex; highA, high adversity; highR, high resilience; L, left; HP, hippocampus; lowA, low adversity; lowR, low resilience; n.s., not significant; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; R, right; VS, ventral striatum; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

[^10]: Activations are reported at *p* \< .005, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels; ^+^*p* \< .05, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels; ^⁎^*p* \< .05, FWE-corrected (whole brain); ^⁎⁎^*p* \< .017 FWE-corrected for small volume and adjusted for multiple parallel testing.
